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Solar Inverter with in-built PV Charger
Products Application

Products Description
True or simulated Sine wave Solar hybrid inverter can charge the battery from sun power
in case not charge completely automatic charge from the normal Grid electricity. Solar
priority charger can optimize utility power and saves your utility bills. Integrated design
and zero loading effective any critical loads like for light, fan, led tv and PC and PC will
not reboot once blacked out of electricity.
1. BLE (Battery Life Enhancer) - Removes
sulphation and increase the life of the
battery. Hence it increases the reliability of
the product.
2. Precise Engineering- gives precise and
accurate switchovers so that there are
minimal chances of rebooting of computers
and therefore no damage of precious
appliances.

House, hospital, commercial shop and bank for solar application.

Products Specifications

Solar Inverter

4. Yellow Mode and Green Mode- In no load status, Yellow mode comes into picture to
reduce the no load current to one third.
If the load is not there for 10 hours the inverter output goes into Green mode i.e. it
shutdown itself & saves the battery power for the next use. In turn it avoids the battery
from the deep discharge condition.
5. Battery Blast Protection (Thyristor Short Circuit Protection) - In case of thyristor short
circuit, microprocessor shuts down the chargers. It's like cut off the supply to the faulty
chargers to save battery from bulging or burst.
6. Advance Power Saver- Improve the power factor of electricity consumed and thus
saves the wastage of electricity.

Products Features
1. Atom Technology -Micro controller based, less components, small size, more efficiency
2. Advance Power Saver Inside - Corrects Power Factor, electric bill saving
3. Battery Life Enhancer (BLE) - removes sulphation from plates, better backup & battery
life , 35% increase in life,
4. Battery Temperature Control (BTC) - battery temp. controlled, water topping after 8 months
5. Battery Equalizer - same battery voltage in 24V inverters, safety of battery, optimum
utilization of batteries
6. Gravity Profile Management - adjust the charging voltage for aging batteries, avoids
bulging/ swelling
7. Precise Engineering - accurate A/C high & low cuts, avoids rebooting of computer
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